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Abstract
Objective: To observe the viability, effectiveness and safety after infusion in child.
Methods: Total 42 children patients were included into this study. The pain of patients
was evaluated with FLACC and VAS. Moreover, the Ramesay grade method was used to
evaluated anesthesia state, when the FALCC grade>4 or VAS grade>4, the morphine of
10 ug/kg was used by nurse anesthetist, the assessment was did per 10 min, after 1 h, we
recorded the FALCC, VAS and Ramesay grades.
Results: Within 1 h since the children went into PACU, there were no significant difference
about FLACC, VAS and Ramesay score between two groups, so did the heart rate and blood
pressure and the dose of morphine before drug infusion. Within 24 h during infusion, the
heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures were measured and performed statistics;
the intra-individual variability results showed that there was no statistically significant
difference about time factor, suggesting the indicators didn’t change over time. The interindividual variability results showed that P<0.05, suggesting the indicators were different
as different grouping. And there was no significant difference about the interaction between
time and grouping, indicating that the grouping factor didn’t change over time. 24 h after
infusion, the VAS, FLACC and Ramesay score of patients were measured and performed
statistics, the results showed that there was no significant difference about time and grouping
factors; at the same time, the usage of morphine was recorded, the results showed that there
was significant difference about the usage of morphine between the two groups from the
second hour after infusion.
Conclusion: Intravenous continuous infusion of dextral dexmedetomidine as adjuvant
analgesia could reduce the demand of morphine effectively in children, which had good
sedative effect and high safety.
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Introduction

Materials and Methods

The opioid drug by Intravenous infusion with patient
controlled intravenous analgesia is a common analgesia
method after surgery. However, this method will lead
to some severe complications, including respiratory
depression. Right-handed beauty pyrimidine can reduce
opioid use during surgery and no respiratory depression.
At present, some studies proved that right-handed beauty
pyrimidine can reduce opioid use. Yet right-handed beauty
pyrimidine study in child inadequate. In this study, we
observed the viability, effectiveness and safety after
infusion in child.

Total 42 children patient included 22 male and 20 female
who underwent abdominal operation with trachea cannula
under the general anesthesia in our hospital, 1-6 years,
ASAI-II grade. All patients have a good ventilatory and
circulatory function and returned to normal bed-ward after
surgery. Exclusion criteria: More than ASAI II grade,
have liver and kidney and cardiovascular system diseases,
returned to ICU after surgery.
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Before surgery, Nurse Anesthetist told the patriarch and/or
children patient method and advantages and disadvantages,
and how to use VAS grade and PCA. All patients underwent
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intubation anesthesia. After entered the operation room,
the all patients were used with regular monitor, monitored
and recorded the pulse oxygen saturation, non-invasive
blood pressure and electrocardiogram. propofol 2-3 mg/
kg, fentanyl 1-2 ug/kg, Rocuronium bromide 0.6-0.9 mg/
kg were used. Seven fluorine fan inhalation was used to
maintained anesthesia, meanwhile, the fentanyl or muscle
relaxant was used to maintained hemodynamic stability
du ring surgery. Based on ETCO2, we modulated the
respiration parameter. After surgery, all children patients
were returned to recovery room.
In recovery room, the all patients were used with regular
monitor, monitored and recorded the pulse oxygen
saturation, non-invasive blood pressure and electro
cardiogram. The pain of patients was evaluated with
FLACC (Table 1) and VA S (Table 2). Moreover, the
Ramesay grade method (Table 3) was used to evaluated
anesthesia state, when the FALCC grade>4 or VAS
grade>4, the m orphine of 10 ug/kg was used by nurse
anesthetist, the assessment was did per 10 min, after 1 h,
we recored the FALCC, VAS and Ramesay grades.

After entered into surgery room 1 h, the following method
was used. D group: Right-handed beauty pyrimidine of
0.5 ug/kg was added to 20 ml norm al saline and infused
to patients within 10 min, then link to PCA. M group: 2
0 ml normal saline was infused within 10 min and then
link to PCA. PCA in D group: PCAD: Right-handed beauty
pyrimidine 25 ug/kg+normal saline 100 ml, the mixed
liquor was infusion with 1 ml/h. PCAM: morphine 1 mg/
kg+normal saline 100 ml was infusion with 1 ml/time, lock
time interval of 10 min. PCA in M group: PCAS: Normal
saline 100 ml was infused with 1 ml/h. PCAM: Morphine 1
mg/kg+normal saline 100 ml was infused with 1 ml/time,
lock time interval of 10 min.
After drug infusion, we also used the FLACC and VAS
grade methods to evaluated the pain grade and used the
Ramesay to evaluate the sedation level. Th e PCAB
method was used when FLACC or VAS grade more than
4. After the durg infusion 1 h, the children patients were
returned to bed-wart and then the controlled intravenous
analgesia mode was used.
After returned to bed-ward, the nurse anesthetist evaluated
the pain grade within 24 h, including heart rate, Heart

Table 1. The FLACC grade
0 Grade
Face

Smile or no special expression

Leg

Relax or maintain normal post

Cry

Quiet lying, normal post or easy
activity
No cry (sober or sweep)

Consolability

satisfy, relax

Activity

1 Grade
Less pain expression, frown, don't want
to communicate
Disturbed, tension, maintain
uncomfortable post
Twist, toss and turn, tension
Groan, cry, pain
Occasionally touch or embrace and can
be comforted with language

2 Grade
Often jaw trembling or
bit jaw
split kick or leg
dragging
Body spasm, arch,
stiffness
Cry, scream, often pain
Cannot be comforted

Table 2. VAS grade
VAS grade

0

2

4

6

8

10

Table 3. The Ramesay grade
Grade
1 Grade
2 Grade
3 Grade
4 Grade
5 Grade
6 Grade

State and Description
Anxiety, restlessness
Coordinate, directive force, quietness
Have a respond for order
Drowsiness, have a quick reaction for taping eyebrow or auditory stimuli with a loud voice
Drowsiness, have no a quick reaction for taping eyebrow or auditory stimuli with a loud voice
Have no any reaction
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rhythm, blood pressure and pulse oxygen saturation,
FLACC, VAS and Ramesay grade, morphine usage and
all kinds untoward effect, including urinary retention,
constipation, skin itching and vomiting
The statistical analysis was used SPSS 16.0 software,
measurement data was used with x ± s, the comparison
between groups was used ANOVA, enumeration data was
used χ2 test, there was a significantly differences when P
value was more than 0.05.

Results
During 24 h follow-up after surgery, two patients quitted
from the experiment: one patient had serious nausea
and vomit in morphine group, stopped using analgesia
pump and chose other analgesia; one patient had higher
sedation score than expectation, whose parents chose
the conventional automatic continuous infusion mode as
analgesia pump. The two cases were not included in the
statistical data.
There were no significant difference about the age, weight
and gender composition between the two groups (Table 4).
Table 4. The general data
M group (n=19) D group(n=21)

Group
Gender
(male/female)
Year (yr)
Weight (kg)
Entrance
Time (min)
0
10
20
40
60

10/09

11/10

4.1 ± 2.0
17.7 ± 7.5

4.0 ± 2.0
15.5 ± 3.8

Within 24 h during infusion, the heart rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressures were measured and performed
statistics; the intra-individual variability results showed
that there was no statistically significant difference about
time factor, suggesting the indicators didn’t change over
time. The Inter-individual variability results showed
that P<0.05, suggesting the indicators were different as
different grouping. And there was no significant difference
about the interaction between time and grouping,
indicating that the grouping factor didn’t change over time
(Figures 4-6). 24 h after infusion, the VAS, FLACC and
Ramesay score of patients were measured and performed
statistics, the results showed that there was no significant
difference about time and grouping factors (Table 6); at
the same time, the usage of morphine was recorded, the
results showed that there was significant difference about
the usage of morphine between the two groups from the
second hour after infusion (Figure 7).

Discussion
In recent years, awareness of pain was constantly updated
by pediatrician and the adverse consequences of pain
have been recognized and paid attention, some advanced
international medical institutions have made pain as one

Table 5. The mark sheet of pain before drug infusion
VAS Grade
FLACC Grade
Ramesay Grade
M Group
D Group
M Group D Group
M Group
D Group
4.7 ± 1.7
4.9 ± 2.2
2.9 ± 2.1
3.1 ± 2.5
2.5 ± 1.5
2.5 ± 1.7
4.9 ± 2.3
3.6 ± 2.0
2.4 ± 1.6
2.4 ± 2.4
2.6 ± 1.5
2.8 ± 1.4
4.2 ± 1.9
3.6 ± 2.0
2.1 ± 1.2
1.6 ± 1.6
2.6 ± 1.1
2.8 ± 1.6
3.7 ± 2.0
2.8 ± 1.1
1.7 ± 1.5
1.6 ± 1.1
2.7 ± 1.3
2.8 ± 1.5
2.7 ± 1.6
2.8 ± 0.9
1.3 ± 1.3
1.6 ± 0.9
2.1 ± 0.3
1.9 ± 0.9

Figure 1. The heart rate between two groups
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Within 1 h since the children went into PACU, there
were no significant difference about FLACC, VAS and
Ramesay score between two groups (Table 5), so did the
heart rate and blood pressure (Figures 1-3) and the dose of
morphine before drug infusion.

Figure 2. The systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) between
two groups
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Figure 3. The diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) between
two groups

Figure 5. The systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) between
two groups

Figure 4. The heart rate between two groups

Figure 6. The diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) between
two groups

of vital signs observed daily. As the psychological and
physiological were different between children and adults,
the route of administration and drug selection were special
postoperative analgesia, currently, the infusion of opioids
with patient/parent-controlled venous analgetic pump
(PCA) was the most commonly methods of postoperative
analgesia in children, which has obtained good outcome.
The contradictions of drug overdose and insufficient
analgesia have always been paid attention during
postoperative analgesia. In our study, one child’s parent
of group dextral dexmedetomidine was unwilling to use
PCA pump because they worried about the narcotic drug,
which leaded to the unsatisfactory analgesic sedative
effect; therefore, this patient dropped out the experiment.
In group morphine, one patient also quit the experiment
as significant nausea and vomiting and unwilling to
continue to use the PCA pump. The above phenomenon
Curr Pediatr Res 2017 Volume 21 Issue 3

was the unsatisfactory results for children with continuous
intravenous infusion of opioids: insufficient analgesia and
gastrointestinal reaction.
The purpose of this study is to deal with the perioperative
pain in order to achieve optimal analgesia and minimal
adverse reaction for children. In this study, we combined
dextral dexmedetomidine and morphine in PCA analgesia
after abdominal surgery in children, to observe the security
and effectiveness postoperative analgesia compared with
usage of morphine alone.
The dextral dexmedetomidine is a short-acting highly
selective α2 receptor agonists (α1:α2=1:1620),
which was approved for sedation of patients with
endotracheal intubation mechanically ventilation in
the United States in 1999 and has effects of sedation,
analgesia, anti-anxiety and sympathetic blockade [1].
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Extruding
time (h)
1
2
4
6
12
24

Table 6. The mark sheet of pain
VAS Grade
FLACC Grade
M Group
D Group
M Group
D Group
4.2 ± 0.8
3.8 ± 1.3
2.5 ± 1.3
2.0 ± 1.3
4.0 ± 0.0
3.7 ± 1.1
1.6 ± 1.0
2.0 ± 1.4
4.0 ± 1.1
3.1 ± 1.5
1.7 ± 1.3
1.9 ± 1.2
3.4 ± 1.1
3.3 ± 0.7
1.5 ± 0.7
1.7 ± 0.9
3.4 ± 0.3
3.1 ± 0.8
1.0 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.8
2.6 ± 0.7
2.4 ± 0.6
1.2 ± 0.3
1.0 ± 0.2

Figure 7. The morphine usage between two groups
The dextral dexmedetomidine could induce moderate
to deep sedation and be awakened and no respiratory
depression; therefore, it is widely used in perioperative
period. The sedative and anxiolytic effects of dextral
dexmedetomidine have been confirmed in children [2].
Lots of clinical studies have accumulated the experience
of continuous infusion in children, compared with adults,
the requirement of opioids was also reduced and the
hemodynamic was stable in children [3-5]; however,
the related research about continues infusion of dextral
dexmedetomidine is still limited.
Our results showed that the requirements of morphine was
significantly decreased in group dextral dexmedetomidine,
the decrease of morphine reached nearly 50% at 24 h (18.1
± 4.0*10 µg/kg vs. 8.9 ± 5.6*10 µg/kg), and the sedative
effect was almost the same, which was consistent with
other studies [6,7]. The results suggested that continuous
infusion of dextral dexmedetomidine had good sedative
effect, the reason was that dextral dexmedetomidine
interacted with presynaptic membrane α2 receptor to
inhibit the release of norepinephrine and terminate the pain
signals; and then acted on α2 receptor of spinal cord to
produce sedation, reduce stress, anxiety and other effects;
all these effects were synergistic with opioids to enhance
the sedative effect. It has been demonstrated that the use
of dextral dexmedetomidine could reduce the demand for
narcotic drugs [8,9].
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Ramesay Grade
M Group
D Group
1.7 ± 0.9
2.0 ± 0.9
2.2 ± 0.9
2.0 ± 0.9
1.6 ± 0.5
1.9 ± 0.5
2.0 ± 0.5
2.0 ± 0.5
2.7 ± 1.0
2.5 ± 0.7
2.0 ± 0.0
2.1 ± 0.3

Since dextral dexmedetomidine directly stimulated the α2
receptor of peripheral vascular smooth muscle to cause
vasoconstriction, the patients could appear transient high
blood pressure and slow heart rate during injection; while
the dextral dexmedetomidine inhibit sympathetic activity,
the heart rate and blood pressure of patients would decrease
during infusion period [10]. In this study, compared with
the patients with morphine alone, the patients with dextral
dexmedetomidine didn’t show significant changes in heart
rate and blood pressure, suggesting a small dose and slow
infusion of dextral dexmedetomidine could avoid dramatic
fluctuations in blood pressure, which was accordance
with the pharmacological characteristics of dextral
dexmedetomidine [11]. On the other hand, the heart rate and
blood pressure were lower in group dextral dexmedetomidine
than that in group morphine, but there was no significant
difference between pre-operation and post-operation; and
there was no bradycardia, conduction block arrhythmias, no
other complaints. The results suggested that small-dose and
continuous infusion of dextral dexmedetomidine (<24 h)
had more obvious influence on cardiovascular system than
morphine, but it still maintained hemodynamic stability.
However, the children with cardiovascular disease or
cardiovascular dysfunction (such as hypovolemia, cardiac
insufficiency, heart conduction block, etc.) should avoid
using dextral dexmedetomidine for analgesia, the security
still needs verification.
One case quit the experiment in both the two groups,
in addition to parental assessment of pain, improper
understanding of narcotic drugs and the adverse reactions
in children; we also need to optimize the therapeutic
regimen, in order to make a more simple and likely to be
accepted regimen by parents.

Conclusion
In summary, intravenous continuous infusion of dextral
dexmedetomidine as adjuvant analgesia could reduce the
demand of morphine effectively in children, which had
good sedative effect and high safety.
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